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Finally a CD of original music for kids that adults love too. A great selection of lullaby's and sing-a-longs

for everyone to enjoy. 15 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Lullabies, KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Pop Details:

Kim has been a professional singer/performer in both California and Nevada for more than 15 years. Her

credits include dance clubs in The Golden Nugget Laughlin, Tropicana Las Vegas and hotels in the L.A.

area, including The Hilton, The Hyatt and Sheraton chains. Later, The Odyssey in Granada Hills became

her "home", where she developed a wonderful following. During this time she continued honing her

songwriting skills. Her focus changed dramatically with the birth of her two children and her niece. The

"Little Ray of Sunshine" album is a result of this, along with the partnership with her Mother, Barbara. Out

of this grew Kim and Co. parties for children. The children's response has been overwhelming. They love

it! Bedtime has become almost as much fun as singing, dancing and playtime. Best of all, the parents and

other adults like the fresh and original music too. The "Little Ray of Sunshine" story... The conception... It

began innocently enough........In anticipation of Kim's first child, Sara, we began writing lullabys. Sara,

learned the songs before she was born and clearly responded to them after her birth. We continued

writing as our friends had babies, Kim had Brandon and Dana, Kim's Sister, had Kaylani. With kids

growing into toddlers, we found that our music grew right along with them; thus began the sing-a-long

phase. Because of their beautiful inspiration, that produced this music, we decided to share this collection

with everyone. The Birth... Truly a "labor of love".........Like most labors, we had moments of frustration

and pain. Those moments; however, produced some of our best work. We also had giant laugh attacks till

we cried. Altogether, we were able to learn more than we thought possible. The result is our most

personal work imaginable. We are so very proud of "Little Ray of Sunshine" and hope that you will listen

with your own "Little Ray" and simply...enjoy... With love...Barbara and Kim
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